Principal’s Corner

2018-19 Spring Edition

Spring is finally here! The waiting for longer, warmer days is over. It is time to open

Elementary………………………………..2

the windows; let the sunshine in; and enjoy the sound of birds chirping. It is also time
for reflection. Here at MPB, winter left behind many wonderful memories. Students
and teachers embraced new learning opportunities.
Our students spent the last weeks of winter growing as learners. They celebrated
Women’s History Month by studying some great women that have shaped our
society; women who contributed to the world of science, art, and sports; and
women, like Ruth Bader Ginsburg who dared to challenge the system and push
past discrimination.
High school students worked with Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival (HVSF).
They immersed themselves in the reading of Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare.
Through reading the play, students learned the art of persuasion using ethos, pathos
and logos.
Middle and elementary school students—in addition to their usual academic
rigor—used the third quarter to prepare for the NY State ELA assessments. The third
through eighth grade students challenged themselves by taking the ELA State Tests.
Teachers’ monthly professional development faculty meetings, led by teachers,
focused on the topics accountable talk, differentiation, and engagement. Teachers
participated in learning walks, visiting classrooms to observe colleagues
implementing these instructional strategies.
Overall it was a wonderful quarter of learning and growing for all at MPB.
Griselda Rodriguez-Reyes
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We look forward to the many new learning adventures in store for us this spring.
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Spring 2019

ELEMENTARY

Pre-Kindergarten

Spring Into
Life Cycles

Pre-K started our spring unit of Life Cycles. We learned that in springtime, certain animals wake up from their long winter
naps. We are learning together about rain and how it helps things grow. Another fun thing we are learning about is how
plants and trees start to grow again in nature. We are incorporating the colors of nature into our lessons to help associate
spring with bright colors, such as green and yellow, to strengthen understanding of blossoming and growth within the
season.

Learning About
Dr. Seuss

Kindergarten
Kindergarten students enjoyed author studies. After concluding an author
study about Eric Carle, we read a selection of books written by
Dr. Seuss. A few of the stories we read were Green Eggs and Ham,
The Cat In The Hat, and I Can Read With My Eyes Shut. After reading each
book, we worked on a corresponding activity. Students supplied rhyming
words during read-alouds. After reading Green Eggs and Ham, students
made text-to-self connections. They were asked if there was ever anything
they were afraid to try; and once they did try, students discovered that they
actually liked it. We learned a lot about a very important person and had a lot
of fun in the process.
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Dameer said it took him
awhile to eat an Oreo
cookie; but once he did,
he really liked it.

Kindergarten & First Grade
Overcoming Obstacles

This March, one of our K-1 classes learned about
Women’s History Month. Students became familiar with
Elizabeth Blackwell through reading, Who Says Women
Can’t Be Doctors? by Tanya Lee Stone. Students realized that they had all grown up with “Doc McStuffins” as a familiar
female television doctor and realized that they all had at least one woman doctor. K-1 was amazed to find out that, at one
time in our history, women could not be doctors. Inspired by Elizabeth Blackwell, K-1 examined their own challenges and
how they have overcome obstacles in their own lives.

Andrew is writing about learning how to write.
Jahsir is still brainstorming ideas, but will begin writing soon!
Jeanni is writing about learning how to walk with her
physical therapist.

Khadija is writing about

coming to school for the first time.

Malcolm is writing about learning to walk with
increasingly challenging canes.

Mimi is writing about learning how to get a ball in a hoop

RJ is currently writing about how he (and the Hulk)

by trying many times over.

learned how to take shots from the doctor.

We will continue to work on our stories so that they can be published & shared with our fans!

Thank you to our Board of Education member who donated boxes upon boxes of wonderful books!!!
Students went home happy the day they were told that they could choose a book to keep.
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Kindergarten & First Grade
Rock Star Reading
One of our K-1 classes celebrated Read Across America during the first week of March. Students worked hard to improve
fluency by incorporating a variety of learning strategies while reading. We practiced choral, buddy and independent reading.
Students worked on using graphic organizers to retell stories and identify important story elements. Our class has engaged
in lively discussions of favorite books to support comprehension, share opinions, and make text-to-self connections. We have
also created artwork using multi-sensory experiences and materials to share our learning. Our greatest success in this unit has
been the development of a true appreciation for literature and reading. We have celebrated our progress in independent
reading and fostered social relationships through shared reading with our peers.

We would love to open our classroom to guest readers to share their love of reading with us!

Second Grade

Non-Fiction Study

This quarter, second graders experienced literacy through the content areas with concentration
on non-fiction texts. We experimented with balance and motion as well as dove deep into a study
about reptiles. Students learned that there are many types of reptiles, snakes, alligators and turtles.
Students researched and wrote their own non-fiction texts about a reptile of their choice. In addition,
we experimented with the property of balance. Students made hypotheses and answered essential
questions about making classroom materials balance. For example, students balanced pencils with
counterweights on popsicle sticks and books on their heads.

Next quarter students will
engage in a unit of study
about fiction and create their
own characters based on the
writing of author Kevin Henkes.
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Third Grade

Author Experts

Third graders have been immersed in an author study about Patricia Polacco! Students studied her biography and read the
books, Rotten Richie and the Ultimate Dare and My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother. Through examination of illustrations and
discussions with peers, students focused on the character of Richie (Patricia's brother) and determined the character’s change
in both stories. First, students identified Richie’s traits in the beginning of each book as mean, rude, and mad. When students
looked at the pictures at the end of each book, they identified Richie’s traits as kind, thoughtful, and helpful. Students used
iPads to take selfies and pictures of each other using gesture and movement to act out different traits that Richie shows
throughout the texts. Photos were projected on the white board so every student could make text-to-self connections through
examination of various gestures and movements!

George Washington—
Founding Father & Spy

Fourth Grade

Fourth graders learned about George Washington and we would like to share our facts with you!

Did you know that George Washington was a spy during the American
Revolution? We learned that George Washington worked with a group
of colonial men and women called the Culper Spy Ring. Colonial spies
used invisible ink, coded messages, and special signals to share
information because they didn’t want the British to know that they were
collecting information to win the American Revolution.

We also learned that even the color of laundry hung on a laundry line was used to send
different secret messages between the spies. The fourth graders delighted in traveling back
in time to learn all about George Washington and his group of spies.

We hope you enjoyed reading our facts!
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Fifth Grade

Mindful in all Ways

Fifth graders have been enhancing their mindfulness practice in the classroom. Students started off the year learning about
the benefits of mindfulness and experiencing a quality way of living. After being introduced to their weekly missions, students
set their personal intentions along with strategies for incorporating mindfulness into their everyday routines. Students have
practiced being in the moment through kindness, gratitude, empathy, and overcoming negativity by incorporating mindful
habits throughout the day. Students have also strengthened their breathing and yoga practice to enhance their mind and
body connection.

“The stretches help my mind and
body unite,” reports Antwone.

Daishawn adds, “I like the snake pose
because it helps me to be calm.”

Students look forward to continuing on their journey, toward a quieter and calmer way of living.
Spring 2019

SPECIALS
Awesome Artists

aRt cLaSsEs

Pre-K and early elementary classes continued themes of creating holiday and seasonal artwork. Finger painting in
cool colors was messy but fun! When cut into shapes these paintings created snowflake patterns. We also painted
Valentines and learned how to make hearts from the letter V and the number 3! Students learned that the Chinese
New Year is celebrated with a dragon dance: We created dragon puppets to demonstrate this. A painted collage project
based on, One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish helped us celebrate Dr. Seuss’s birthday and we welcomed spring
with a “Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring” painting.
(continued on page 7)
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Egypt’s First
Female Pharaoh
During the third quarter, sixth grade students
immersed themselves in the history of Ancient
Egypt. Students learned about notable pharaohs,
the construction of pyramids, the significance of
sarcophaguses, social hierarchy, and religious practices
of the time. In English Language Arts, students read the
short story, The Princess Who Became a King by Joyce
Hansen. Students learned that after her father’s death,
Hatshepsut—who was the only member of her family who
could hold the position of power—was the first Queen
Regent to crown herself Pharaoh. Students wrote about
Hatshepsut’s success as a ruler and the influential steps
she took to become the first female pharaoh.

Sixth Grade
Noor stated, “The event that
caused Hatshepsut to become
ruler of Egypt was when her
husband died, his son was too
young to rule, so Hatshepsut
became Queen Regent.”

“One of the author’s purposes in
discussing Hatshepsut’s reign was
to show that Egyptians could
accept a woman as pharaoh,”
wrote Joshua.

Students are looking forward to learning more about Ancient Egypt in the coming weeks.

aRt cLaSsEs

Awesome Artists
(continued from page 6)

The third through sixth grade students continued their seasonal printmaking project with their winter print. Students used
wooden tangram blocks to create a snowflake pattern. Their designs were varied and thoughtful reflecting each individual’s
creativity! The third graders have also been creating animal pictures from fractions. We used a great book titled Picture Pie
by artist Ed Emberly teaching us how to create pictures from shapes and fractions. The fourth through sixth grade students
created paper weaving in the form of Celtic Knots. We looked at the various designs and uses of these patterns in Irish culture.
The eleventh and twelfth grade students have been redesigning book covers for one of their favorite books. We have quite a
range of ideas as students considered character and setting elements as well as font styles. Watch for our upcoming display
outside of the Superintendent’s office.
In an MPB first, our fourth through sixth and eleventh & twelfth grade students participated in creating designs to submit to
Google for their “Doodle4Google Contest”! The theme for this national contest was “When I Grow Up I Hope…” Our students
shared wonderful visions of their future world that would make us all proud. We congratulate all of our participating artists.
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mUsIc

Music Takes a New Tune
Saint Patrick's Day

In music, we learned about the piano. We each took turns playing
the piano and guessing how it makes sound. After we each took a
turn, our teacher opened up the piano so we could see how the keys
push a piece of wood that is attached to a hammer. The hammer
then strikes the strings which vibrate and create the sound that
we hear.

We had a guest performer in our
Pre-K music class. Patrick Wortner
played songs on the piano.
We sang, danced, and played
instruments with him.
Patrick also brought in a Tin
whistle on which he played
Irish songs.

cReAtIvE wRiTiNg
Family Memory Project

Story Writing

In Creative Writing, students have completed their
Family Memory Projects. It was interesting to see how
students presented their stories. An unexpected finding was
how many parents expressed that technology has definitely
impacted students’ lives. One parent expressed that there is
less socialization due to technology. The student quoted his
parent by saying, “When I asked my mom how the world
was different now from when she was a child, she said,
‘The world in my time had less technology and was more
interesting. Before technology, people socialized and
interacted more. Now, our society focuses on more
technology and less interaction with the outside world.’”

Students will next be writing stories. We have begun the unit with
stepping into a character and setting map. The students also
began their own “mix-it up” story in which they randomly picked a
character, setting, and an event. They filled out a graphic organizer
to create their stories from their picks. It takes a lot of imagination to
write about a turkey that makes a new friend on an airplane.

We are interested to see what stories are created.
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hEaLtH

First Aid Training

Tenth graders are fulfilling the learning standard: Students will acquire the knowledge and ability necessary to create and
maintain a safe and healthy environment, by completing a unit on First Aid Training.
The students learned how to recognize
the signs that someone needs help and
administer the right type of care. Students
also learned that universal precautions
help prevent the spread of infectious
diseases through contact with blood or
bodily fluids. They learned how to stop a
bleeding wound. They practiced the
procedures for the Heimlich Maneuver
and CPR.

LiBrArY sKiLls

Spring Into Action

Eighth graders intermittently collaborated on both a project
and a bulletin board while reading stories about various animals.
They compared and contrasted frogs and toads; read and
discussed the challenges of taking care of pets; explored—through
highlighting and annotating text—different dog breeds; and
researched what happens to the world when spring arrives!

SEDL Lane
The SEDL Committee has been planning many events for our school community. This quarter, the committee sponsored
Career Month. We welcomed various presenters to speak with students. Presenters discussed their responsibilities and
expectations within their respective professional fields. Students met a hygienist, a policeman, a fireman, an accountant,
a professional wrestler, and a veterinarian. We are planning many spring events which include multiple Earth Day celebrations,
a Butterfly Release, and a week of fun at the end of the academic year.

Keep your ears and eyes open for upcoming Spirit Days!
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Spring 2019

SECONDARY

Family & Consumer Science
Consumer Resources & Financial Management
Seventh and eighth graders have been learning about consumer rights when purchasing products. Customers have the
right to have a large selection of goods and services from which to choose and the right to be protected against unfair and
deceptive practices. This quarter we discussed how advertising can sway our thinking about buying products and using
services. Students enjoyed learning about name, store and generic brand products. Most students felt that if a consumer strays
from the name brand product, the taste or quality of a product would be compromised. We decided to put that to the test with
grocery items and a contest between name brand and store brand items. Students concluded that many store brand items did
not sacrifice taste and saving money was more important.

Mathematics

Quarter Three—Math & Me

Seventh graders have been working on a unit in probability and statistics. This has allowed students to apply their knowledge
of fractions, decimals and percentages to the likelihood of outcomes of events. During recent classes, students have
performed experiments to show that while rolling a single die results in equally distributed outcomes, rolling two dice results
in a higher probability of some numbers such as 7 and a lesser probability of numbers such as 2 and 12. Eighth grade
students have performed rigid motions on points and shapes on the coordinate plane, creating and defining rules for
translations, reflections, rotations and dilations. These transformations were shown to be related to touch screens on modern
technology as well as graphic design. Students in Algebra I looked at absolute value, radical and exponential functions and
used them to model real world situations. Connections were made about how the properties of the written form of the function
impact the attributes of the graphed form. Geometry students observed properties of circles on and off the coordinate plane.
Students derived equations of circles using the Pythagorean Theorem and calculated values for chords, tangents, arcs,
sectors and other components of circles. Our Algebra II students have been working to solve systems of equations. This
entails more complicated systems such as those with three variables and linear quadratic systems with non real answers.
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English

Courage & Caesar

Seventh and eighth graders discussed the idea of courage while reading the novel A Long Walk to Water. Students were
able to further understand the concepts of point of view, author’s purpose and conflict through this unit. We were able to
explain how hardships affected the two main characters, Salva and Nya, and how they were able to persevere through
these obstacles. Students also organized, outlined and wrote their own essays on courage where they highlighted someone
who has demonstrated courage. Students defined courage as: “showing bravery when you think you can't do
something,” “doing something that scares you,” and “being brave.”
Students in ninth through twelfth grades read Julius Caesar. Students explored how characters’
actions propel the storyline in both positive and negative ways. “If only Julius Caesar read
Artemidorus's letter or listened to the Soothsayer who said, ‘Beware the Ides of March,’ then his
demise may have never come!” Students were able to perform select scenes from the play and
analyze the text for deeper meaning. We also explored Aristotle’s Art of Persuasion and learned
about the three appeals, ‘logos’, ‘pathos’ and ‘ethos’. Students seemed to agree that Marc Antony
had the stronger ability to persuade the Romans and that emotional appeal gets us every time!

It has been an exciting quarter of experiencing new literature!

Seventh grade students learned about energy, force and
motion! They used a simulation to design and test a roller
coaster track that was both safe and fun. After they ran a
successful design, they applied what they learned about
energy and roller coaster design to create a roller coaster for a marble. The eighth graders
identified the characteristics of sound, light, electricity and magnetism through various hands-on activities. In addition, they
created a Rube Goldberg machine that would help them perform a simple task. Ninth graders learned about evolution through
natural selection by completing a lab and by participating in a STEM project where they took the role of a CDC worker who
had to identify why a species of bacteria at a chicken farm had become resistant to most antibiotics. Tenth grade students
learned about the value of DNA as evidence in solving crimes and learned various techniques forensic anthropologists use to
create a profile of a victim. The eleventh and twelfth grade class conducted an outdoor and indoor survey of our school facility
and their neighborhood to identify possible sources of hazardous conditions and brainstormed possible ways to eliminate
those hazards from our environment.

Highlights

Science

Seventh grade students just finished discussing
the impact of the Lewis and Clark expedition
and continue to explore Westward Expansion.
Eighth graders are currently studying the impact of World War II. We are currently focused on
the atrocities of the Holocaust. The ninth graders started researching the Middle Ages and the
social structure that was Feudalism. In tenth grade, students are busy preparing for the Global
Studies Regents, using study guides and practice exams to prepare for June. The eleventh
grade is also reviewing for the US History and Government Regents. Twelfth graders are
continuing their work on Participation of Government: We recently looked at the impact that
the Bill of Rights had and continues to have on Americans. As always, we continually discuss
current events here in the US and abroad.

Across the Globe
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Social
Studies

UPCOMING EVENTS!
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

2
11:00 a.m.
Family Support
Group

M
A
Y

17
Science Fair

24
Spirit Day

27
Memorial Day
NO SCHOOL

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7
Pre-K to Grade 2
Moving UP
14
Grades 3 to 6
Moving UP
(1/2 day for students)
20
Spirit Day
& Science Tellers
24
Grades 7 to 12
Spring Dance

25
Grades 7-12
Moving UP

Summer School

July 8th—August 16th

Attendance is expected

Parents please call main office if you have any questions.
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